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SUMMARY 

The paper describes a stall-detection criterion based on the use of symmetrised dot pattern 

(SDP) visual waveform analysis and the stall-warning methodology based on a recently 

developed analysis. The experimental study explores the capability of the SDP technique to 

detect the stall incipience and evolution in the presence of low signal-to-noise ratios, i.e. a noisy 

working environment. Moreover, the investigation presents a systematic analysis on the probe 

position’s influence with respect to the fan section. As such, the SDP technique in combination 

with an acoustic measurement is able to create a visual pattern that one can use to detect stall 

from potentially any location around the fan/duct system. 

INTRODUCTION 

Aerodynamic instability arises when flow rate throttling constrains the operational envelope of fans, 

blowers and compressors. To avoid instability, aerodynamicists must provide adequate stability 

(stall) margin to accommodate inlet distortions, degradation due to wear, throttle transients and 

other factors that reduce fan, blower and compressor stability from the original design base-line. 

Because aerodynamic stall, resulting in increased alternating aerodynamic loads, is a major 

potential cause of mechanical failure in axial fan stall, detection techniques have had wide 

application for many years. Researchers have studied the detection and analysis of the different 

forms of aerodynamic instability for several decades [1–4]. Two main types of abnormal air flow 

exist: (i) ‘rotating stall’ (in which reversed flow regions occur locally) and (ii) ‘surge’ (which is 

characterised by periodic backflow over the entire annulus involving violent oscillations in the air 

flow which can result in mechanical failure such as fan blade breakage). 

The standard classification of aerodynamic stalls in axial fans and compressors [5] distinguishes 

between rotating stall (in which reversed flow regions occur locally) and surge (which is 

characterised by periodic backflow over the entire annulus involving violent oscillations in the 

compression system). The latter is unusual in fan applications due to the system’s insufficient 

counter-pressure. Rotating stall is a mechanism by which the rotor adapts to a reduction in flow 

rate. This results in circumferentially non-uniform flow patterns rotating in the annulus. In 

reviewing the evolution of rotating stall, Cumpsty [6] noted that the drop in overall performance can 

occur as a so-called ‘progressive stall’ or an ‘abrupt stall’. Engineers usually associated the former 
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with a part-span stall which results in a small performance drop; whereas, they associate the latter 

with a full-span stall and a large drop in performance. Notably, the part-span rotating stall occurs 

typically in single blade rows [6] and usually leads to more complex disturbances in single-rotor or 

single-stage machines than in multi-stage compressors [7]. All of these forms of abnormalities are 

even magnified in rotors operating under erosive regimes. In fact, the recovering of pressure rise 

capability which is the consequence of leading edge and blade surface wear is actuated by 

increasing the blade pitch angle which reduces the fan’s stall free operating margin. These 

combined factors place considerable mechanical stress on fan rotors, eventually leading to 

mechanical failure. Strain gauge measurements on axial compressors [8] and fans [9] have bending 

stress in vanes exceeding stable operation by a factor of five and seven, respectively, under ‘rotating 

stall’ conditions. Reliable means of monitoring the stability limit on-time are still research subjects 

[10, 11]. The request of developing warning systems of general validity [12] motivate this 

circumstance, and identify stall as early as possible to enable an active control system to react and 

suppress the incipient stall. Early warning time, according to the literature, is approximately two 

rotor revolutions for axial compressors [13], but perhaps ten times longer for industrial fans [14]. 

Prior methods have had drawbacks in their inability to enable a sufficiently rapid response to the 

onset of stall to avoid damage and their inability to sense the approach to stall. First, researchers 

have identified alert methods for individual test beds, but reliable warnings of general validity 

require further research. Second, techniques for the detection of stall initiation based on 

experimental observation of pre-stall behaviours have sought to identify such behaviour as early as 

possible to enable an active control system to react and suppress the incipient stall. As a third factor, 

all the non-model based detection techniques rely on the use of on-board probes able to sense the 

unsteady pressure evolution in the vicinity of the blade rows, i.e. usually flush-mounted on the 

casing. These non-model based early-warning techniques for real-time control applications are 

mostly based on time or Fourier analyses [15–17]. In this number, Tahara et al. [18] proposed a 

stall-warning index (utilising pressure signals with high-response transducers on the rotor casing) 

by taking a normalised product of pressure unsteadiness over successive rotor revolutions. 

Breugelmans et al. [19] speculated on the underlying chaotic dynamics of rotating stall. They 

reconstructed phase space portraits of the experimental data series, i.e. velocity, static pressure and 

vibration signals, using the so-called method of delays which Takens [20] proposed. In a similar 

vein, Bright et al. [21] investigated rotating instabilities prior to stall with ‘temporal structure 

function’ inspired by a statistical approach derived from chaos theory. Stall-inception mechanisms 

can often correlate with a specific acoustic signature. To this end, researchers have proposed 

diagnostic techniques based on sound-signal visualisation [22, 23]. This approach to fault diagnosis 

in rotating machinery is suitable in the case of pressure signals dominated by discrete narrow and 

frequency components related to the rotor speed. Recently, Sheard and co-authors [24] used sound 

visualisation to assess the acoustic payoff in a class of low-solidity axial fans fitted with passive 

control of tip-leakage generated noise. Successively, Bianchi et al. [25] refined the technique and 

applied it as a stall-warning tool in axial rotors.  

The present study explores the use of sound-signal visualisation based on early stall-warning 

detection. Whilst Bianchi et al. [25] reconstructed the symmetrised dot pattern (SDP) from the 

hydrodynamic pressure which they took at the rotor’s casing wall, the authors of this paper 

developed the proposed technique using the reconstruction of SDP images from sound pressure 

signals. In doing so, they extended the technique to the use of measured acoustic pressure signals in 

different locations at the fan’s acoustic far-field. The authors used the technique, which researchers 

originally conceived for the visual characterisation of speech waveforms and sound quality 

evaluation [26–28], in the early-stall warning of ventilating fans [14] and proved its effectiveness in 

a time window lasting from 0.1 to 0.004 s. This finding confirmed the SDP potential technique as a 

diagnostic tool for rotating instabilities related to stall detection in fair time.  
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The present program of work verifies the SDP-based early-stall warning technique in a test 

environment relevant to a cooling fan unit’s in-service operation. The experimental study explores 

the SDP technique’s capability to detect the stall incipience and evolution in presence of low signal-

to-noise ratios, i.e. a noisy working environment. Moreover, the investigation presents a systematic 

analysis on the probe position’s influence with respect to the fan section. As such, the SDP 

technique in combination with an acoustic measurement creates a visual pattern that engineers can 

use to detect stall in any location, not just with the microphone over the blade itself. The work also 

focuses on proving the visualisation method’s capability in presence of low signal-to-noise ratio, i.e. 

low instability signature-to-background noise ratio. This circumstance, to simulate operational 

environments, speculated on the effectiveness of visual waveform analysis with the probe located in 

the far-field. 

EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY OUTLINES 

The authors performed the study on a family of commercially available cooling fans, coded 

AC90/6/28. In-service experience had indicated that this family of fans gives good acoustic 

performance with respect to the state-of-the-art configurations. The investigated fans were equipped 

with a six-blade unswept rotor, with blade profiles of a modified ARA-D geometry type originally 

designed for propeller applications. Table 1 provides specifications of the fan AC90/6/28. 

Investigated flow conditions 

The authors investigated the fan rotor 

with a large tip-pitch angle of 28 degrees 

(when measured in the peripheral 

direction). This constituted the customary 

setting for these fans. The study 

accounted a full performance test (Figure 

1), in the way prescribed by the British 

Standard [29]. 

In summary, the experimental test matrix 

consisted of measuring the far-field noise 

during the fan transient from the normal 

operation point, which was customary to 

operate this family of fans:  

Pt = 125 Pa, up to the stall margin at Pt = 

208 Pa and then down to perform a full 

stall. Figure 1 reports the tested operative 

points.  

Experimental set-up 

The authors conducted experiments in the Latina-Borgo Isonzo Laboratory of the University of 

Roma, Sapienza (Italy). They rigged the fan in a fully ducted facility which certifies the 

performance of industrial fans according to the BS848-1.6:2000 standard, which is equivalent to the 

ISO 10302:1996 standard. The authors balanced the rotor to ensure vibration no greater than 4 

mm/s, which is the accepted maximum value for this family of fans. They operated the fan in a 

custom-built casing made from rings of cast and machined steel. Clearance between the blade tips 

and the casing was constant at 1% of blade span. A 2.5-kW, direct coupled-induction 400-volt 

(AC), three-phase CM29 motor drove the rotor at a constant speed of 940 rpm. The blade tip’s 

speed was 44.34 m/s. Under these conditions, the blade passing frequencies (BPFs) for all the tested 

configurations were in the range 93.75–96.88 Hz.  
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The authors carried out noise 

measurements at the fan inlet (A) and 

outlet (B) and in two positions on the 

duct side: at the fan location (C) and at 

the inlet duct’s middle length (D). The 

authors took all the measurements with 

the microphone 2 m off the duct casing. 

Figure 2 depicts the measurement set-up. 

An NI Compact Acq. 9172 with NI 9205 

analogical input module acquired the 

signals from the far-field microphone. In 

all cases, the authors measured whole 

signals for 60 s. They repeated each 

measurement three times, and averaged 

the results.  

In order to test the effectiveness of 

SDP-based instabilities detection 

techniques in a noisy environment, the authors produced a random background noise in the 

laboratory. They preliminarily calculated SNR which was in the range of 1.99–2.22 dB.  

STALL-WARNING TECHNIQUE  

The proposed warning technique’s rationale is to link topology and stall dynamics in order to help 

visualise the range of possible system behaviours. In so doing, it shares the foundation of the chaos 

theory [32]. The basic idea is that with visualising the shape, it is possible to understand the system, 

not only quantitatively (sound power level produced by tonal components), but by representing 

howling and modulated sound components.  

 

Figure 2: Test rig and measurement setup (not to scale) 

The SDP pattern provides a local visual correlation that one can apply to detect the significant 

features of any signal. As such, the authors conceived it for the visual characterisation of speech 

waveforms in automatic human-voice recognition algorithms [26]. The methodology’s merit is its 

ability to perceive otherwise ‘unquantifiable’ differences in sound signals mimicking the way that 

humans hear [27, 28]. 
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Mathematical framework and polar pattern construction 

The SDP polar transformation requested the reading of a pressure signal with a constant delay time, 

called time lag, in a similar fashion to the phase-space portrait reconstruction method [20]. The 

authors used the sampled data set to construct two vectors, representing the two-dimensional 

coordinates of a polar mapping, with the second vector of data differing from the first because of 

the initial shifting in time of the adopted lag. An algorithm that maps a normalised time waveform 

into symmetrised dot patterns on a polar graph produces SDPs. Figure 3 shows the SDP plotting 

technique. 

 
 

A point in the time waveform maps onto a radial component and the adjacent point maps to an 

angular component. We can formulate the polar transformation R(i) from waveform to SDP as: 
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in which: 

i is the number of dot (i = integer(t/∆t)), with t the time 

abscissa and ∆t the sampling time; 

L is the time lag coefficient; 

σ(i) is the sampled i-th sound signal;  

σmax and σmin are the highest and the lowest value of the 

original waveform window; 

Θ0 is the rotation of the origin angle of any reference line;  

ξ is the angular gain of the plotting, and 

Θ
+
 and Θ

-
 are the two angles of the traditional polar space. 

The input waveform first normalises in the range (0, ξ) by finding the higher (σmax) and lower 

values (σmin) for the N data points in the window. Overall amplitude is therefore, in general, not a 

factor in the characterisation. By creating a scatter plot of neighbour amplitudes on polar 

coordinates, the symmetrised dot pattern space is able to discriminate the frequency of the time 

signals and their variability. 

In plotting SDP patterns, the methodology takes the following parameters: (i) time lag L and (ii) the 

angular gain ξ. These parameters influence the topological aspect of the polar mapping and the 

ability to identify the aerodynamic phenomena of interest. 

In view of the verification of the early-stall warning capability, it is also important to consider the 

role of the number of points in a data series (determined by the sampling frequency and the 

sampling time) on the SDP patterns features. This paper aims to detect aerodynamic instabilities as 

a stall precursor. As a consequence of the short time available to detect aerodynamic instability, 
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establishing the minimum sampling 

frequency is a key factor in the successful 

application of the SDP methodology. 

Drawing on previous studies using this 

technique [14], the SDP-based approach 

proved effective in a range of time windows 

from 0.1 to 0.004 s. This finding confirmed 

the SDP potential technique as a diagnostic 

tool for rotating instabilities related to stall 

inception in fair time lag. The time window 

where the authors applied the SDP is clearly 

dependent on the rotor characteristic speed 

and, looking at the investigated low-speed 

fan specifications, the authors chose it at  

0.1 s (one-half rotor revolutions). 

Signal characterisation 

The authors used the microphones to resolve 

high-frequency noise signals whilst 

maintaining good sensitivity. They recorded 

the measurements at a sampling rate of 10 

kHz and considered the Nyquist frequency as f = 5 kHz. The resulting Nyquist-rate was largely 

below the sampling frequency, thus verifying the second condition in the Nyquist problem on signal 

aliasing. The estimated overall uncertainties on unsteady pressure measurements were: (i) ∆V = 

1000 mV ± 12 mV (20:3) on the voltage and (ii) ∆G = 200 dB ± 2.4 dB (20:3) on the raw signal 

gain. The authors were confident and accepted the uncertainty estimation due to the highly unstable 

characteristics of the investigated phenomena [36]. 

RESULTS 

The authors analysed the noise traces using the proposed SDP technique. In particular, the analysis 

covers a range of operating point which spans from near-design condition (point P1) to full stall 

(point P30) through the peak pressure operation (point P25). The authors recognised P20 by the noise 

pressure visual inspection, as the stall incipience point [37]. Figure 4 shows the fan’s operating 

interval adopted in the present discussion, plotted against the typical noise signals which the authors 

recorded in the inlet location (A). 

Sensitivity analysis 

The analyses which the authors carried out on instantaneous noise measurements had enabled the 

detection of safe and stalled operation regions. The authors derived the SDP patterns for the class of 

fan under scrutiny in order to give hints on the 

sensitivity of the mapping to the transformation 

metric. Table 2 describes the test’s matrix on the 

inlet noise signals (A). Notably, the authors kept the 

sampling frequency constant at 10 kHz and indicated 

the SDP time window (TSDP) in seconds. 

For the sake of clarity, the following figures show 

one-axis segment SDP. First, Figure 5 illustrates the 

sensitivity to the time lag L and angular gain ξ of the 

noise signals’ SDPs which the authors took at 

location A at the normal operating conditions P1. The 
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template patterns in Figure 5 represent the variation of the signal topology when modifying the 

magnitude of the time delay and angular gain which the authors used to sample it during the fan’s 

standard operations. 

 

 

Figure 5: Sensitivity of L and ξ at P1  

 

Figure 6: Sensitivity of L and ξ at P35  

 

Figure 6 illustrates the sensitivity to the same SDP quantities during the deep rotating stall. The dot 

patterns in Figure 6 illustrate the signal topology’s variation when varying the L and parameters 

during the stalled operations P35.  
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The comparison of the maps in Figure 5 allows the statement that the low time lag is more sensitive 

to the SDP dynamics in curvature, whilst the high L values condition the SDP in a quasi-rectilinear 

shape. On the contrary, the high angular gain appeared richer in the dots distribution and this might 

allow to resolve minimal signal perturbation [38]. The sensitivity on the change of operative points 

drops off the comparison of 

Figure 5 and Figure 6. As 

expected, the angular gain 

exerts a critical role in the 

reconstruction of the 

pressure dynamics when 

throttling the fan. The 

patterns in Figures 5 and 6 

confirm that the use of small 

gain is often unable to 

resolve the signal’s 

modification, even in the 

presence of large 

fluctuations. For instance 

with ξ = 1, moving from P1 

to P35 operation the mapping 

does not sense curvature 

(frequency) changes inside 

the main signal, but only the 

normalised magnitude’s 

reduction. For this reason, 

the authors chose to use a 

low time lag value (L = 10) 

and a high angular gain value 

(ξ = 60) in the SDP 

construction of the present 

work. The use of high 

angular gain parameter, as 

Figures 5 and 6 show, gives 

rise to the signal’s wider 

polar images, due to the 

spreading of the points 

pattern. At the same time, the 

use of a low time lag sensed 

the polar plot to any 

changing in frequency 

hidden inside the fan noise 

signal.  

 

This circumstance might better contribute to the SDP technique’s capability to discriminate the 

stable operation (P1 point) from any operative point at the time that a rotating instability might 

appear, which correlates with a dominant curvature and frequency presence. Note that the optimal 

values of L and ξ are strictly dependant on the fan’s particular aerodynamics where the authors 

apply SDP analysis. Any change in the fan operative characteristics (pitch, rotor speed etc.), or in its 

geometry and dimensions, would see a different tuning of the parameters in this diagnostic system.  
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Detection of the stall incipience 

Indeed, the possibility of discriminating from normal operations to abnormal (also when using one-

half rotor revolutions) is a key factor in the development of an effective early-warning technique. 

Figure 7 shows how the template comparison clearly differentiated along the throttle line and 

between the two SDPs at normal (P1) and aerodynamically abnormal operations (P20, P25) in the 

different locations. As such, the matching method can play a role as the stall incipience’s basic step 

detection in a control system. 

From a first glance at the Figure 7 maps, one can dissect two major modifications when looking at 

their evolution toward the stalled operations (from top to bottom). First, the evidence that the 

pattern arms are gradually acquiring their curvature signifies the acceleration of the low-frequency 

components that creates the conditions for the rotating stall operation [14]. Second, the footprint in 

the wide SDP map at normal operations reduced with the appearance of increasing instability in the 

noise time history toward the full stall. With respect to all the considered microphone locations, 

they all showed the ability to detect the stall precursors’ incipience at least 5 s prior than when the 

fan reached the peak (P25) and the full stalled condition (P30). Figure 4 provides the time history. 

The fastest detection was for location C, which was able to detect the changing due to the stall 

incipience 10 s (P15) prior to the peak (location C actually sensed the modification of SDP well at 

P10). However, the particular portraits produced in location C were unable to follow the fan 

operation steps from P15 to P25, as its SDP shape didn’t appreciably change in this pressure range. 

The next section discusses questions which arose on this topic and the authors attempt to provide 

answers.  

COMMENTS ON THE DIFFERENT MICROPHONE LOCATIONS 

The microphone locations did not seem to influence stall condition prediction. (CORRECT?) The 

authors noticed few differences in the comparison to the SDP from the different locations. For 

facilitating the analysis of the phenomena which might play a role in the SDP portrait construction, 

the authors analysed in detail the SDP maps at P1, P15 and P25 in the locations A and C. Figure 8 

shows the maps. 
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The different SDP portrait shapes in Figure 8 show a peculiar geometry that we can relate to the 

chaos theory [20, 39–41]. The cited works stress that the fractal of a random time series is usually 

clustered in sub-triangular regions and it does not define any particular structure. By contrast, in the 

chaotic time series, the points are disposed along hyperbolic curves that intersect each other, 

indicating a clear and well-recognisable structure of the time series. Regarding the deterministic 

time series, the graph usually appears highly ordered with curves defining into the spread pattern 

that resembles petal arrangements in a flower. 

The shapes of the Figure 8 graphs are quite different from those that occur in the random and the 

deterministic series, evidencing a mix of structures analogous to those that the authors observed for 

the chaotic time series with deterministic series. This pattern is typical of the natural time series, 

characteristic of natural aero/thermodynamic phenomena [20]. We can speculate that once the 

perturbations responsible for the stall incipience rises, the chaotic time series becomes more 

prominent and the SDP reveals its presence inside the fan noise emission’s mainly natural time 

series. Then, the microphone locations could prove helpful in amplifying and better isolating the 

particular signature which carries the pre-stall information. Location D, for example, showed a well 

organised pattern with a clear deterministic shape in P1 and P15, whilst the location A at P15 changed 

the shape to a geometry closer to a chaotic time series portrait. Because the fan at P15 was working 

at the same operative point, one can assume that there should be some advantage in the transversal 

duct modes that helps to carry out more clearly the pre-stall instability’s chaotic signal in the noise. 

Advantages of the radial modes, which radiate mainly on the duct walls, have not. Once the stall is 

very close to happening (peak point P25), all the SDP maps show the characteristic geometry of a 

chaotic time series fractal in both the microphone locations. 

From the perspective of the industrial implementing of fan stall-warning systems, use of acoustic 

pressure measurements is preferable, since the probe can be remotely located and thus record the 

acoustic signals for the fan’s operating state. The measured signal pattern as input will be analysed 

into a template-matching system that forms a part of the data recording and analysis system. The 

pattern is compared to the library, with a matching system used to find the best matching from the 

available patterns. The ‘best match’ pattern represents the actual operative condition, thus enabling 

the control system to act properly. Taking into account the complete measuring chain [14], the 

estimated time for pressure signal conversion and SDP processing ranges from 100 ms to 10 ms 

according to the data converter technology. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The work assessed a novel diagnostic methodology for early stall detection in cooling axial-flow 

fans. The rationale of the proposed warning technique is to link topology and stall dynamics in 

order to discriminate between stable and unstable operations, not quantitatively, but by representing 

howling and modulated sound components. The authors based the proposed diagnostic technique on 

a noise signal’s polar transformation (SDP) with a constant delay time, called time lag, in a similar 

fashion to the phase-space portrait reconstruction method. 

The SDP creates the portraits of time-discrete phase planes that occur with an axial cooling fan’s 

cyclic system. The resulting trajectories are mathematically of interest and reveal a visually striking 

and intricate class of patterns ranging from stable points to stable cycle hierarchies. Their shape is 

linked to apparently random fluctuations which have evolved inside the main signal. The SDP 

system’s primary focus is on the fast characterisation of simple cyclic systems using an interactive 

graphics system with a variety of controlling parameters. 

Based on past works which used this technique, it is possible to affirm that, in the SDP of the 

random time series, points are usually clustered in sub-triangular regions and, with the exception of 

the imposed six-fold symmetry which the authors used in the method, they do not define any 

particular structure. By contrast, in the chaotic time series, the points are disposed along hyperbolic 
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curves that intersect each other, indicating a clear and well-recognisable time series structure (as for 

the SDP in stalled conditions). Regarding the deterministic time series, the graph appears highly 

ordered with curves defining a spread pattern that resemble a petal arrangement in a flower (with 

similar shape to the one for the normal operations). Indeed, the graph shapes for the investigated fan 

at normal operation are quite different from those that occur in the random and the deterministic 

series, evidencing also structures analogous to those which the authors observed for the chaotic time 

series. This pattern is typical of the so-called natural time series. The authors observed similar 

structures for all concentration time series extracted from a time series with a deterministic base 

(the blade rotation) which contains the seed of a chaotic time series (the aerodynamic instabilities). 

When the perturbations responsible for the stall incipience rises, the chaotic time series becomes 

more prominent and the SDP reveals its presence inside the mainly natural fan noise emission time 

series.  

This analysis indicates a strict similarity between the chaotic and natural time series suggesting the 

presence of chaotic dynamics in action during the fan’s throttling. The SDP sensitivity to this 

dynamic variation doesn’t suffer from the particular microphone locations. However, the duct 

modes might be helpful in amplifying those acoustic structures more sensitive to the aerodynamic 

instabilities’ chaotic dynamics. 

The results demonstrated that the proposed algorithm is able to effectively diagnose early stall 

signs. In particular, SDPs effectively detect non-conformity in the noise waves when disturbances 

are slightly higher than the background signals and are chaotic in nature. The paper proves the 

possibility of discriminating the presence of pressure instabilities (at stall incipience or rotating 

stall) also using 1.5 rotor revolutions sampling time. This circumstance confirmed the potential of 

the proposed approach in the definition of an effective early-warning technique and in addition to 

implementing active stall control systems. 
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